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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator needs to review activity information related
to the tagging event for the three different cases.
How many reports should the administrator create?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your WebLogic Server (WLS) environment consists of multiple

domains.
Which is a true statement about WLS domains? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. Multiple domains require separate WLS installations while
running on the same machine.
B. Multiple domains can share the same administration server.
C. Multiple domains can use the same or separate WLS
installation while running on the same machine.
D. Multiple domains require individual Node Managers while
running on the same machine.
E. Domains require a minimum of one managed server.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
You can use a single Oracle WebLogic Server installation to
create and run multiple domains, or you can use multiple
installations to run a single domain.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
After configuring GRE between two routers running EIGRP that
are connected to each other via a WAN link, a network engineer
notices that the two routers cannot establish the GRE tunnel to
begin the exchange of routing updates. What is the reason for
this?
A. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the
router is blocking UDP 57
B. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the
router is blocking IP protocol
C. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the
router is blocking TCP 47.
D. Either a firewall between the two routers or an ACL on the
router is blocking IP protocol number 47
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true when using the FMP protocol in
FileMaker Go 13?
A. Filenames containing spaces are not supported.
B. Script names are case sensitive.
C. The .fmp12 extension is required when specifying the
database name
D. Multiple local variables can be defined in the syntax.
Answer: D
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